In 2001, the FDA approved the use of Ozone commercially for food processors to kill food-borne pathogens. Now, Water, Inc. brings Ozone technology into your kitchen, right at your fingertips!

**BENEFITS OF OZONE**

- **Natural & Chemical-Free:** Ozone cleans food without chemicals such as chlorine*
- **Better Quality Food:** Ozone does not alter the taste or appearance of food
- **Safer Food:** Ozone reduces pesticides and chemical residues on food.
- **Longer Shelf Life:** Ozone reduces microorganisms on the surfaces of produce

*Studies show that Ozone acts 3,000 times faster than chlorine at 100 times the strength.

**WITH A 10 SECOND RINSE:**

**Bodycote Tested**

Keep your food bacteria-free. Wash your meats, hands, dishes, baby bottles and toys with ozonized water to kill bacteria.

**Keep food fresh**

Extends the life of fruits, vegetables, meat and flowers by 2-3 times.

**Remove over 75% of pesticides**

Tap water alone will not remove pesticides. Simply rinse your food in ozonized water to remove pesticides from the surface of fruits and vegetables. Cleans hard-to-wash fruits such as strawberries and grapes.

**Kill over 99% of bacteria**

**SGS Certified**

BONUS: includes 2 faucet tip styles! available in chrome or satin nickel

(turn page for more details)

part numbers:
- WI-FAOZONE1-CH (chrome)
- WI-FAOZONE1-SN (satin nickel)

The ozone faucet, ozone generator, and both faucet tip styles shown are included.
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OZONE FAUCET SPECS

part numbers:
WI-FAOZONE1-CH (chrome) • WI-FAOZONE1-SN (satin nickel)
The ozone faucet, ozone generator, and both faucet tip styles shown are included.

LOCATION
- OZONE FAUCET (2 tip styles included)
- 1 5/8" Hole Size Required
- 4" Handle Reach
- 2.5" Spout Diameter
- 11" Reach
- OZONE ACTIVATION BUTTON

LOCATION
- OZONE GENERATOR (installs undersink)
- 1.75" Depth
- 5" Width
- 7.5" Height

INSTALL REQUIREMENTS:
- 1.5" diameter mount hole
- Maximum of 75 PSI
- 110 Volt outlet
  (for undersink installation of ozone generator)

FEATURES:
- Convenient pull-out faucet
- Spray feature (wide tip only)
- Ozone activation button
- Easy to switch the tip style

WARRANTY:
1 year parts & labor
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